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Abstract—State estimation in water distribution networks (WDN), the problem of estimating all unknown network heads and flows given select measurements, is challenging due to the nonconvexity of hydraulic models and significant uncertainty from water demands, network parameters, and measurements. To this end, a probabilistic modeling for state estimation (PSE) in WDNs is proposed. After linearizing the nonlinear hydraulic WDN model, the proposed PSE shows that the covariance matrix of unknown system states (unmeasured heads and flows) can be linearly expressed by the covariance matrix of three uncertainty sources (i.e., measurement noise, network parameters, and water demands). Instead of providing deterministic results for unknown sources (i.e., measurement noise, network parameters, and water demands). Instead of providing deterministic results for unknown states, the proposed PSE approach (i) regards the system states and uncertainty sources as random variables and yields variances of individual unknown states, (ii) considers thorough modeling of various types of valves and measurement scenarios in WDNs, and (iii) is also useful for uncertainty quantification, extended period simulations, and confidence limit analysis. The effectiveness and scalability of the proposed approach is tested using several WDN case studies.

Index Terms—Water distribution networks, probabilistic state estimation, confidence limit analysis, uncertainty quantification.

I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

STATE estimation (SE) is a technique used to estimate the unknown state variables based on a set of measurements, a mathematical model linking the measurable and unmeasurable (unknown) variables, and model parameters [1]. In a water distribution network (WDN), the system states include the collections of heads and flow rates in our paper. These variables depend on water demands, which are characterized by frequent temporal changes and inherent variability and uncertainty; hence the state variables require frequent estimation. The parameter estimation or calibration problem [2], [3] is closely related to SE problem, in which unknown or unmeasurable model parameters need to be estimated based on measurements and the mathematical model.

However, the distinction between parameter and state estimation is manifested in the frequency of calibration or the time scales—and their subsequent applications. For example, the studies [2], [3] investigate estimation of fast-changing variables (for states such as heads, flow rates, settings, and demands) and slow-changing parameters (pipe roughness coefficients). In our paper, the model parameters, i.e., pipe roughness coefficients, statuses or settings of pumps and valves, are assumed to be known [4].

The measurements in a WDN typically include (i) a small (relative to the system size) subset of flows in pipes and pumps, heads in junctions and storage tanks which can be measured by a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, and (ii) consumer demands which are viewed as pseudo-measurements.

The WDN mathematical model linking system states, measurements, and parameters is built on the principles of conservation of mass and energy. The former implies the continuity of flow at each node, and the latter states that the energy difference between two connected nodes is equal to the energy losses or gains due to pipe friction or pumping [5]. With such a mathematical model, the unknown and unmeasurable system states can be computed or estimated with known measurements from sensors located in key network locations and pseudo-measurements.

In particular, the SE problem is referred to as deterministic state estimation (DSE) or point state estimation when all measurements, parameters, and variables used in that mathematical model are considered to be deterministic. However, measurements and parameters in practice contain a significant amount of uncertainty [6] which might lead to inaccurate SE—and mislead the planning and management of the WDN. To that end, the paper’s objective is three-fold: (i) to propose probabilistic modeling for SE (PSE) via viewing all system states, network parameters, and uncertainty as random variables, (ii) to investigate scalable computational algorithms to solve the probabilistic SE problem in WDN considering the various sources of uncertainty, and (iii) to explore the impact on system states from the uncertainty sources under general or specific statistical distributions.

In this work, the typical sources of uncertainty are considered including sensor measurement noise, demand estimation errors, and WDN pipe parameters. Other sources of uncertainty such as cyber-attacks to SCADA systems [7], [8] or pressure-deficient conditions that could incur from pump failures, pipe leaks, and fire demands, are not considered in our study. The literature of SE in WDN is rich and is summarized as follows.

A. Literature review

The DSE problem is typically formulated as an inverse optimization problem in which the objective is minimizing the error between the mathematical model and measurements, constrained by the network hydraulics and parameter bounds/limits [1]. DSE formulations treat each variable as a deterministic one, and uncertainty is often not considered yielding a deterministic solution. The studies in [1], [4], [9], [10] make up the bulk of recent DSE literature.
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DSE formulations can result in unconstrained or constrained problems depending on the specific optimization approach and problem formulation. The unconstrained DSE, can be divided into the following groups [11]: (i) least squares (LS) where the sum of squared differences between measurement and model is minimized, (ii) least absolute value (LAV) where the sum of absolute differences is minimized, and (iii) minimax where the maximum difference is minimized. The sensitivity to errors of above methods varies, and the corresponding weighted versions are proposed, e.g., weighted least square (WLS), weighted least absolute value (WLAV). The authors in [9] propose a constrained DSE to overcome the downside of a weighted based approach via adding parts of objective functions to the constraints. Recently, we propose a novel geometric programming (GP)-based method [10] to solve the DSE problem which relies on derivative-free and scalable formulations.

The aforementioned DSE studies do not comprehensively consider the inherent uncertainty embedded in WDN. As previously mentioned, the main sources of uncertainty stem from: (i) measurement noise of sensors, (ii) demands, and (iii) pipe roughness coefficients [12]–[17]. In order to overcome the limitations of DSE, uncertainty quantification in WDN—also termed as confidence limit analysis (CLA)—is first proposed in [12]. Specifically, the authors present three CLA techniques which can calculate the inaccuracy of heads and flows caused by the uncertainty of measurements and network parameters. The techniques are based on Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method, an optimization method, and a sensitivity matrix technique. The study [13] presents two CLA-based techniques based on a least squares loop flows state estimation. This approach computes the confidence limits (lower and upper limit) for the system state variables (i.e., flows and heads at unmeasured locations). Another study [14] presents a method quantifying uncertainties propagated from measurement noises, demand uncertainties, and model simplification errors to the states in their uncertainty quantification section.

In [16], a two-step sequential method for estimation of demand and pipe roughness coefficient is presented based on a WLS scheme. The uncertainty in estimated variables and resulting nodal head predictions are quantified in terms of confidence limits using first-order second moment (FOSM) method. The authors in [17] set out an alternative approach with respect to the WLS problem to determine the upper and lower limits of states. This enables general quantification of SE uncertainty for all state variables by applying the FOSM method. Moreover, it enables the computation of the covariance matrix of state variables. Another branch of CLA is interval state estimation (ISE), introduced recently in [15], based on interval arithmetic which aims to find the DSE solution region, rather than finding a specific point-based solution.

**B. Research gaps, paper contributions and organization**

The research gaps are summarized as follows. First, the deterministic SE studies [1], [4], [9], [10] do not consider critical uncertainty (demand and pipe coefficient uncertainty) as random variables in the network with different types of valves and various measurement scenario that could lead to significantly different estimates for unmeasured state variables. Second, the methods based on CLA or uncertainty quantification [12]–[17] suffer from the following limitations. The first one is that there is an absence of deriving or studying all three uncertainty sources simultaneously and their impact on state estimates as well as the covariance of uncertain variables and unknown system states variables. We note that FOSM only produces a mapping from some uncertainty sources to specific systems states (particular heads and flows). Furthermore, the CLA approach focuses on how the state variables are impacted by uncertainty instead of studying the relationship between probability distribution functions (PDF) of state variables and PDF of uncertainties when variables follow a certain type of distribution, i.e., normal distribution and uniform distribution.

Third, we note that the probabilistic modeling proposed in [18], built for water distribution reliability analysis instead of state estimation, only considers the SE of heads. Furthermore, it is unclear how the method in [18] can solve the over-determined measurement scenario, i.e., when there are more observations or measurements than unknown variables [19]. A novel contribution in [18] is the authors’ correct conjecture that “if the uncertainty from nodal demands, reservoir levels, and pipe roughness coefficients are normally distributed, the linearized nodal heads also follow a normal distribution”. However, no formal proof is given, and the PDF produced in [18] only depicts heads in the network. Specifically, it remains unclear how changes in the uncertainty distribution (i.e., if the uncertainty follows a non-Gaussian distribution) impacts PDF of heads and flows in the network. Finally, it is also unclear how the aforementioned studies can be extended to various types of valves.

The paper’s objective is to address the aforementioned research gaps by proposing probabilistic modeling for SE that generalizes the approaches in the literature while considering various sources of uncertainty with arbitrary statistical distributions, types of valves, and sufficient/over-determined measurement scenarios. The specific paper contributions are:

- The presented PSE views system states, measurements, and network parameters as random variables, and offers a general method to connect unknown system states with uncertain variables. This contribution generalizes various types of distributions (i.e., uniform, normal, and Laplace distributions) of the uncertainty random variables as long as their expectation and covariance exist.
- A scalable algorithm to find the covariance matrix of system states is proposed given the covariance matrix of uncertainty through solving a linear system of equations. In particular, we prove that the linear systems of equations have a solution under mild conditions. Various types of valves and measurement scenarios are considered in this algorithm which makes it applicable to various WDN state estimation scenarios.
- We also show that if the uncertainty follows the normal or uniform distribution (motivated by empirical evidence), then system state variables also follow the corresponding distribution. Uncertainty propagation in water networks is
studied and the importance or impact of each uncertainty source is given and verified by case studies.

- Thorough case studies are presented showcasing the scalability and effectiveness of the proposed PSE formulations in dealing with uncertainty.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces WDN modeling and assumptions. PSE formulation is given first, then methods and the corresponding algorithm to solve the PSE are presented in Section III. The generalization of flows and heads distributions are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents important discussions and insights related to the proposed PSE algorithm and different measurement scenarios. Section VI presents case studies to corroborate the paper’s theoretical findings. All mathematical proofs are given in the appendices, which also contain other important derivations. The notation for this paper is introduced next.

Notation. Italicized, boldface upper and lower case characters represent matrices and column vectors: \( a \) is a scalar, \( a \) is a vector, and \( A \) is a matrix. The notation \( \mathbb{R}^n \) denotes the sets of column vectors with \( n \) real numbers. For \( x \in \mathbb{R}^m \), \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \), a compact column vector in \( \mathbb{R}^{m+n} \) is defined as \( \{ x, y \} = [x^\top, y^\top]^\top \). For any random vector \( x, b \in \mathbb{R}^n \), and \( x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]^\top \), the \( \mathbb{E}(x) = [\mathbb{E}(x_1), \mathbb{E}(x_2), \ldots, \mathbb{E}(x_n)]^\top \), \( \text{Var}(x) = [\text{Var}(x_1), \text{Var}(x_2), \ldots, \text{Var}(x_n)]^\top \), and \( \text{K}_{xx} \) are the expectation, variance, and covariance matrix of the vector \( x \).

We also define the operation of covariance over a linear system of equations \( Ax = b \), the notation \( \text{Cov}(Ax, Ax) = \text{Cov}(b, b) \), which is to apply covariance operator to each side of \( Ax = b \). By this notation, another equivalent formulation of \( Ax = b \) is \( Ax - b = 0 \), and the operation of covariance over it results in \( \text{Cov}((Ax-b), (Ax-b)) = 0 \). We note that \( \text{Cov}(Ax, Ax) = \text{Cov}(b, b) \) and \( \text{Cov}((Ax-b), (Ax-b)) = 0 \) are equivalent; see Appendix A.

The variables with upper case characters \( J, R, K, P, M \), and \( J^I \) represent the variables related to junctions, reservoirs, tanks, pipes, pumps, and valves.

II. WDN Modeling and Assumptions

We define the column vectors \( h^J \in \mathbb{R}^{n_J}, h^R \in \mathbb{R}^{n_R}, \) and \( h^P \in \mathbb{R}^{n_P} \) to collect the heads at \( n_J \) junctions, \( n_R \) reservoirs, and \( n_P \) tanks, respectively; the column vectors \( q^P \in \mathbb{R}^{n_P}, q^L \in \mathbb{R}^{n_L} \) to collect the flow through \( n_P \) pipes, \( n_m \) pumps, and \( n_V \) valves, respectively. Then, the compact column vectors \( h \in \mathbb{R}^{n_H} \) and \( q \in \mathbb{R}^{n_Q} \) collect all heads and flows are defined as \( h \triangleq \{ h^J, h^R, h^P \}, q \triangleq \{ q^P, q^M, q^L \} \). Vector \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{n_X} \) at time \( k \), collects all heads and flows, is defined as

\[
x(k) \triangleq \{ h(k), q(k) \},
\]

Note that \( n_h = n_J + n_R + n_P, n_q = n_P + n_m + n_V, \) and \( n_x = n_h + n_q \).

1) DAE form of WDN: The modeling of a WDN can be written in the form of difference algebraic equation (DAE)

\[
\text{DAE} : \ h^{TK}(k+1) = A_h h^{TK}(k) + B_q q(k) \quad (2a)
\]

\[
0 = E_q^I q(k) + d(k) \quad (2b)
\]

\[
0 = E_h h(k) + \Phi(q(k), c(k)) \quad (2c)
\]

where \( n_h \times n_x \) matrix \( A_h, n_q \times n_q \) matrix \( B_q, n_x \times n_q \) matrix \( E_q^I, \) and \( n_q \times n_h \) matrix \( E_h \) are constant matrices that depend on the topology and hydraulic properties of the underlying WDN. Equation (2a) collects the dynamic equations of tanks (22); Equation (2b) collects the mass balance equations for all junctions (21); the nonlinear function \( \Phi(\cdot) \) in Equation (2c) includes the nonlinear pipe (23), pump (24), and valve (27), (28) models in Appendix B. Note that the statuses and settings of pressure reducing and flow control valves are assumed to be known in (27), (28). The roughness coefficients for pipes are collected in vector \( c(k) \).

2) Operational limits: The state of operational conditions in WDN is bounded by physical and operational constraints, hence, the overall operational limits of hydraulic elements can be expressed as

\[
\text{Limits} \quad x_i(k) = x^{set}_i(k) \quad (3a)
\]

\[
x_j^{\min} \leq x_j(k) \leq x_j^{\max}. \quad (3b)
\]

where \( i \neq j \) indicates that each element in \( x \) is either limited by equality or inequality expression. For example, we assume that the head at Reservoir \( i \) is constant for simplicity, but they can be seamlessly modeled as uncertain similar to water levels in tanks. The relative speeds of pumps are assumed to be fixed as \( 1 \) (full speed) and the flow in pipe \( j \) is limited by \( q_j^{\min} \leq q_j(k) \leq q_j^{\max} \).

3) Measurement modeling: The model for WDN measurements (select heads and flows at certain nodes in the network) can be expressed as

\[
\text{Measurements} : \ y(k) = Cx(k) + v(k). \quad (4)
\]

where \( y(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_Y} \) is measurement vector, \( C \) is the binary selection matrix with \( n_X \times n_Y \) depicting where sensors are installed, and \( v(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_Y} \) is measurement noise vector; see [20] for a study on sensor placement in water networks.

Before we propose PSE formulation next, an assumption and an definition are introduced. Common statistical assumptions [6], [9], [18] is given next.

Assumption 1. The entries of the demand vector \( d \), measurement noise vector \( v \), and pipe roughness coefficient vector \( c \) are mutually independent.

The assumption is reasonable seeing there is no connection between the three uncertain variables. The definition of the cross-covariance matrix is given as follows.

Definition 1. For column vectors \( x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m]^\top \) and \( y = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n]^\top \) consisting of random variables, then the cross-covariance matrix \( K_{xy} [21] \) is the matrix whose \((i, j)\) entry is the covariance between \( x_i \) and \( y_j \). That is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{Cov}(x_1, y_1) & \text{Cov}(x_1, y_2) & \cdots & \text{Cov}(x_1, y_n) \\
\text{Cov}(x_2, y_1) & \text{Cov}(x_2, y_2) & \cdots & \text{Cov}(x_2, y_n) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\text{Cov}(x_m, y_1) & \text{Cov}(x_m, y_2) & \cdots & \text{Cov}(x_m, y_n)
\end{bmatrix} \quad (5)
\]

Note that \((i)\) \( \text{Cov}(x, y) = K_{xy}, (ii) \) when \( x = y \), the cross-covariance matrix \( K_{xx} \) turns into \( K_{xx} \), which is the covariance matrix, and \((iii)\) according to the definition and notation of \( \text{Var}(x) \), each entry in \( \text{Var}(x) \) is on the diagonal of \( K_{xx} \).
III. FORMULATING AND SOLVING THE PSE PROBLEM

As mentioned in Section I, the uncertainty of SE lies in demand in the mass balance equations \( d(k) \), pipe roughness coefficients \( c(k) \), and measurement noise \( v(k) \), and these uncertainty sources would impact the system state \( x(k) \). The objective of the presented probabilistic state estimation (PSE) is to find the covariance of the unknown variable \( x(k) \), or \( \text{K}_{xx} \), over a time-horizon \( k \) to \( k + T \) thereby producing the variance of all variables in vector \( x \). This contrasts point-based estimation which focuses on generating estimates for \( x(k) \). To formulate the PSE problem, we first obtain an operating point \( x^0 := \{ x^0(k), \ldots, x^0(k+T) \} \) through solving the existing and well-developed deterministic state estimation routine (see [10] or a general DSE formulation in [11]) given the means of all uncertainty for all time-steps and given the measurement vector \( y^0 \). For example, we consider that a demand prediction is given from \( k \) to \( k + T \). The PSE can be depicted as the following high-level optimization problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{find} & \quad \text{K}_{xx} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{Cov(\text{DAE} \ (2), \text{Limits} \ (3a), \text{Measurements} \ (4))}.
\end{align*}
\]

Problem (6) finds a feasible covariance matrix of \( x \) while satisfying the constraints (6b). The constraint set is an implicit function of the covariance matrix. The set also physically defines the probabilistic propagation of uncertainty to the system states. Before proceeding to the paper’s approach, we emphasize the following traits of (6):

(i) Problem (6) is nonconvex and extremely difficult to solve for large networks, due to the nonlinear, nonconvex hydraulic constraints and the corresponding covariance operator.

(ii) The covariance operation of equality limits (3a) has clear physical meaning: Reservoir \( i \) has a fixed head \( h_i \), the deviation of head is \( \text{Cov}(h_i, h_i) = 0 \) implies that the head at Reservoir \( i \) does not change and is deterministic. However, the covariance operation over the inequality constraint (3b) is not meaningful and thus not included in (6b). With that in mind, the operating point \( x^0 \) satisfies (3b).

(iii) The optimization variable is \( \text{K}_{xx} \) which is encoded in (6b) after performing the covariance operation on DAE, Limits, and Measurements models.

The objective of this paper is to solve a simplified version of (6) through a scalable computational method.

A. Linear modeling

We regard the elements in \( x \) as random variables from a statistical perspective, apply covariance operation \( \text{Cov} \) on the constraints in (6), and use the law of covariance of linear combination to build the relationship between uncertainty sources and system state \( x \). However, the DAE model (2) remains nonlinear and the law of covariance of linear combination cannot be applied. Hence, the first step to solve (6) is to linearize the nonlinear hydraulic model around an operating point \( x^0 \). Note that this linearization procedure does not compromise modeling integrity due to slow hydraulic time constants in WDN.

From the nonlinear DAE model (2) for various network components and hydraulic models, we obtain a linearized DAE model around \( x^0 \). Appendices B and C include the complete derivation for the nonlinear and linearized DAE models. The linearized, compact form for all pipes and pumps can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta h^p(k) &= K^p q(k) + K^c c(k) + b^p \quad (7a) \\
\Delta h^m(k) &= -K^m q(k) + b^m \quad (7b)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( K^p \), \( K^c \), and \( K^m \) are diagonal slope matrices with size \( n_p \times n_p \), \( n_p \times n_p \), and \( n_m \times n_m \); vectors \( b^p \) and \( b^m \) are intercepts with size \( n_p \times 1 \) and \( n_m \times 1 \). These matrices/vectors are all known and can be calculated around operating point \( x^0 \) efficiently. All pipe roughness coefficients are collected in \( c(k) \). Hence, the linear DAE can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DAE}_{\text{linear}} & \quad h^{\text{TK} \ (k+1)} = A_h h^{\text{TK} \ (k)} + B_q q(k) \quad (8a) \\
0 &= E x(k) - z(k). \quad (8b)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z(k) \triangleq \{ d(k), K^c c(k) + b^p(k), b^m(k), l(k) \} \), and \( l(k) \) is an \( n_t \times 1 \) vector. Equation (2b), collecting the mass balance equations for all junctions, is included in (8b). Details of the linearized model are all given in Appendix C.

B. Reformulating the PSE problem

The PSE can now be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{find} & \quad \text{K}_{xx} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{Cov(\text{Limits} \ (3a), \text{Measurements} \ (4), \text{DAE}_{\text{linear}} \ (8))}.
\end{align*}
\]

Interestingly, all constraints in (9) can be expressed as a compact linear system of equations \( A[k] x[k] = b[k] \), where

\[
A[k] = \begin{bmatrix} A^1[k] & A^2[k] & \cdots & A^{TK}[k] \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad b[k] = \begin{bmatrix} b^1[k] & \vdots & b^{TK}[k] \end{bmatrix}
\]

We now show the structure of the linear system of equations \( A[k] x[k] = b[k] \). This linear system of equations can be obtained as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A^1(k) \\
A^2(k+1) \\
\vdots \\
A^{\text{TK}(k)} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x[k] \\
b^1(k) \\
b^2(k) \\
\vdots \\
b^{\text{TK}(k)} \\
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
b^1(k+1) \\
b^2(k+1) \\
\vdots \\
b^{\text{TK}(k+1)} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where the submatrices/vectors in \( A[k] \) and \( b[k] \) are discussed next. Note that only the current \( k \) is considered since submatrices from \( k + 1 \) to \( k + T \) have similar structure.

First, the matrices \( A^1[k], b^1[k] \), and \( n_t \times n_t \) from (8a) are collected in \( A^{\text{TK}(k)} \), and the right-hand side for these dynamic constraints is the zero vector of dimension \( n_t \). That is, each subvector in \( b^{\text{TK}}[k] \) is \( 0_{n_t \times 1} \).

Second, the equality constraints given in (3a) can be collected in (4), i.e., the elevations at reservoirs can be viewed as measurements without any noise. Thus, we only need to deal...
with (4) and (8b) in the constraints (9). After merging (4) and (8b), we obtain

$$\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
E(k) \\
C
\end{bmatrix} x(k) &=
\begin{bmatrix}
z(k) \\
y(k) - v(k)
\end{bmatrix},
\end{align*}
$$

(10)

where $A^o(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_y \times n_x - n_r - n_d \times n_x}$ is a matrix collecting and modeling the linear DAEs (8b), equality limits (3a) and measurement modeling; vector $b^o(k)$ is a vector collecting uncertainty source from demand, pipe, and measurement noise. Appendix D contains more details about this derivation. In short, we have now mapped all the constraints inside the covariance operation in (9) into the following problem

$$\begin{align*}
\text{find } K_{xx} \\
\text{s.t. } \text{Cov}(Ax, Ax) = AK_{xx}A^T
\end{align*}
$$

(11a)

where $K_{bb}$ is the covariance matrix of all sources of uncertainty which is given next.

Recall that $z(k) = \{d(k), K^p_c c(k) + b^p(k), b^M(k), l(k)\}$, and measurement vector $y(k)$ in (10) is known from sensors, and is replaced by $y^o(k)$ around the given operating point $x^o(k)$. Vectors $b^p(k), b^M(k)$, and $l(k)$ are not random variables and they are constant since they are all computed around $x^o(k)$, while $x(k), c(k), d(k)$, and $v(k)$ are all random. Given Assumption 1, define the covariance matrix of uncertainty $K_{bb}$ around $x^o(k)$ as

$$K_{bb} = \text{Cov}(Ax, Ax) = \begin{bmatrix}
-d(k) \\
b^p(k) + K^p_c c(k) \\
b^M(k) \\
l(k)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
-d(k) \\
b^p(k) + K^p_c c(k) \\
b^M(k) \\
l(k)
\end{bmatrix}^T
$$

(12)

where

$$K_{bb} = \begin{bmatrix}
\text{Var}(d(k)) \\
(K^p_c)^T \text{Var}(c(k)) \\
0_{m \times 1} \\
\text{Var}(v(k))
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(13)

The estimated covariance matrix of $x$: $\{K_{xx}\}_{k=1}^T$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Output: } K_{xx} = K_{bb}.
\end{align*}
$$

(14)

C. Explicit solution for PSE and a real-time algorithm

As for (Q2), Problem (11) now becomes a feasibility problem and is convex since the constraint only consists of linear equality constraints. Here, we present explicit solutions to the PSE problem, thereby addressing the second part of (Q2). To solve (11), we can compute the covariance matrix through solving

$$A[k]K_{xx}(A[k])^T = K_{bb}.
$$

(15)

The next result provides a solution to (14) with a guarantee on an existence of a unique solution.

**Theorem 1.** Matrix $A[k] := A$ is full rank, and the solution to (14) is uniquely given by

$$K_{xx} = (A^T A)^{-1} A^T K_{bb} A (A^T A)^{-1}.
$$

(16)

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix D. The physical meaning of (15) indicates that uncertainty of system state $x(k)$ can be expressed through a linear combination of the uncertainty from demand $d(k)$, pipe parameters $c(k)$, and measurement noise $v(k)$. That is, the covariance matrix of system states $K_{xx}$ is expressed by the linear combination of covariance matrix of uncertainty $K_{bb}$. Note that the above discussion on (Q2) is similar as the observability analysis identifying if a set of available measurements is sufficient to estimate the system state; see [23], [24] for details. Given the above discussions, Algorithm 1 presents a near real-time algorithm to solve the PSE in water networks. That is, the algorithm solves the PSE for the expectation and covariance of the heads and flows assuming demand, pipe roughness coefficients, and measurement follow any statistical distribution, while knowing the expectation and variance for the uncertain variables.

**Algorithm 1:** Estimating the covariance matrix of $x$.

**Input:** WDN topology, expectation of measurement $y(k)$, demand $\{d(k)\}_{k=1}^T$, variance of measurement noise $\{\text{Var}(v(k))\}_{k=1}^T$, pipe parameter $\{\text{Var}(c(k))\}_{k=1}^T$

**Output:** The estimated covariance matrix of $x$: $\{K_{xx}\}_{k=1}^T$

## Notes

We note that the system matrix $A[k]$ can have more equations than variables—in the case of over-determined measurement scenario. Under such scenario, some equations in (14) might be more reliable than their counterparts. For example, the demand predictions that are encoded in (14) might be less
reliable than the flow and head measurements. As a result, the weighted version can be rewritten as

$$A^T W A x[k] = A^T W b[k].$$

(16)

where \(W\) is a diagonal, positive-definite weight matrix. The corresponding weighted version of (14) is

$$A^W[k] K_{xx} (A^W[k])^T = K_{b1,b1}. \quad (17)$$

Corollary 1. The weighted formulation (17) with full-rank matrix \(A^W\) has a unique solution given by

$$K_{xx} = (A^W A^W)^{-1} A^W K_{bb} A^W (A^W A^W)^{-1}. \quad (18)$$

Corollary 1 builds on Theorem 1 with nearly identical proof; see Appendix D. We note that (17) is a powerful formula to calculate the covariance matrix of system states. Intuitively, we know that the state uncertainty in a system is reduced when more measurements on system states are performed. For example, if all states are measured and corresponding equations are given larger weights, then the uncertainty is only introduced from the noise of sensors, and the other uncertainty sources are suppressed. Specifically, when more head and flow measurements are obtained, the impacts are not only on the measured states themselves but also on the other unmeasured states due to the system equation.

Algorithm 1 suits both sufficient and over-determined scenarios with various types of valves when the corresponding formulations are adopted; see Section V-B. We note here that (15) and (18) do not rely on any statistical distribution of the uncertainty. Furthermore, this approach for PSE is scalable to networks with thousands of nodes due to the fact that system matrix \(A[k]\) is highly sparse. Section VI produces examples on the scalability of this algorithm.

Remark 1. Equation (14) is not based on the first-order second moment (FOSM) method, since FOSM uses the sensitivity matrix which is the Jacobian matrix and only focuses on the relationship between part of system states and uncertainty source [6], [18], [25]. Moreover, FOSM needs to be applied two or more times to find the mapping between all system states and uncertainty, while (14) uses system matrix \(A[k]\) and our formulation connects between all system states and all uncertainty sources in one shot.

IV. GENERALIZATION OF FLOWS AND HEADS DISTRIBUTIONS

In Section III, we showcase that (15) computes the variance of each system state efficiently, but it still cannot explain how uncertainty propagates to the system states clearly and intuitively for the linearized or the original, nonlinear hydraulic modeling. That is, how would the distributions of unmeasured flows and heads change with the change in the uncertainty distribution? Furthermore, and albeit useful, (15) cannot generate insights related to which uncertainty source is more critical than the other in terms of SE performance. In this section, in order to answer the above questions, we need a further assumption that builds on Assumption 1.

Assumption 2. Demand \(d\), measurement noise \(v\), and pipe roughness coefficient \(c\) follow either normal or uniform distributions.

This assumption is not needed to run Algorithm 1; rather, it is given to investigate how uncertainty propagates for specific distributions. With that in mind, Section V-A presents a thorough discussion on the practicality of Assumption 2. The next theorem and corollary explain how distributions of flows and heads change with the uncertainty distribution for linearized or nonlinear hydraulic models.

Lemma 1. For tree networks with nonlinear hydraulic models, flows are normally (uniformly) distributed as long as the nodal demands follow the normal (uniform) distribution, while the heads are never normally (uniformly) distributed even if all uncertainty sources are normally (uniformly) distributed. Furthermore, for looped networks with nonlinear hydraulics, neither heads nor flows are normally (uniformly) distributed.

Theorem 2. For tree or looped water networks with linearized hydraulics, all heads and flows follow the normal (uniform) distribution when uncertainty is (uniformly) distributed.

The proof of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 are given in Appendix E along with the corresponding PDFs for flows and heads for linearized head loss models. The proof explains the propagation of uncertainty and the importance of each uncertainty source. The next discussion summarizes and explains these findings.

In the proof of Lemma 1, we show the PDF of head gain of a pump \(\Delta h_{ij}^M\) and head loss of a pipe \(\Delta h_{ij}^P\) in tree network with nonlinear hydraulic modeling, given by \(f_{\Delta H_{ij}^M}(\Delta h_{ij}^M)\) (38) and \(f_{\Delta H_{ij}^P}(\Delta h_{ij}^P)\) (39). By comparing them with the formula of normal distribution function, and we know that they are not normally distributed. We also depict these conclusions in Figs. 2 and 3, which are based on simple numerical tests for a network shown in Fig. 1. The nonlinear pump curve and pipe head loss curve are the yellow lines in the middle of Figs. 2 and 3, while the shape of \(f_{\Delta H_{ij}^M}(\Delta h_{ij}^M)\) and \(f_{\Delta H_{ij}^P}(\Delta h_{ij}^P)\) are yellow lines on Figs. 2 and 3 (right) when the PDF of flow \(q\) is normally distributed.

Based on these results, we conclude that (i) the normality of demand uncertainty results in the normality of flows in tree networks regardless of nonlinear or linear hydraulic modeling. Furthermore, the uncertainty from pipe roughness coefficients prevents the propagation of normality from flows to heads. (ii) The normality of noise uncertainty only impacts the variables it measures, i.e., the flow (head) measurement noise uncertainty only impacts flows (heads). The linearization bridges the gap between the normality of flows and heads,

![Fig 1: A tree network (left), and a looped network (right).](image-url)
which makes the system states follow normal distributions. These discussions are abstractly depicted in Fig 4. From the discussions, the importance or impact of each uncertainty source is given in the next remark.

Remark 2. Impact of pipe roughness parameter uncertainty > Impact of demand uncertainty > Impact of measurement noise uncertainty.

Remark 2 is discussed in breadth in the case studies section.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND INSIGHTS

This section presents some discussions that are relevant to uncertainty and its distribution, different measurement scenarios, and relevance and connections to the literature.

A. Dealing with uncertainty

The rationale behind Assumption 2 is discussed here even though Algorithm 1 can be implemented regardless of the uncertainty distribution type. For the uncertainty from measurement noise, we simply assume that they follow a known normal distribution [9]. A uniform distribution can also be applicable in our paper as we mentioned. As for the uncertainty for pipe roughness coefficients, and specifically for the Hazen-Williams coefficients, typical values lie in [75, 130] [26], which is narrow enough, and can be fully covered by a normal distribution \( N(100, 135.5) \). This means the worse case \([75, 130]\) is covered by \( N(100, 135.5) \) with 90% confidence level. If the material of pipes is known, the range can be further narrowed down. In this way, we can deal with the uncertainty from roughness coefficient. In fact, the network calibration research [27] is able to estimate the roughness coefficient, and recently, the standard deviation errors for the estimated pipe roughness are available [28].

For demand uncertainty, various methods [29]–[32] can be adopted to estimate the demand (mean and variance). For example, a multi-model predictor for demand forecast in WDN is presented in [30], performances are verified based on a total of 88 flow meters measurements of the year 2012 Barcelona network, and the variance of all the independent forecasting residuals is reported. The authors in [31] propose a gated recurrent unit network model to predict very short-term water demand, and the histogram of relative errors indicates that 95% of the forecast relative errors fall within the range of ±12.65% for 24-hour forecasts. In addition to these demand prediction studies, demand estimation studies based on the historical and real-time measurements, such as [33], [34], are also helpful to deal with demand uncertainty.

Thus, given above studies, prediction or estimation error of demand can be assumed to follow a certain type of distributions, i.e., a uniform distribution or a normal distribution and vary around a prediction value (mean) with a standard deviation [9]. Fig. 5 illustrates a 24-hour estimated demand and the associated 95% confidence interval.

B. Sufficient and over-determined scenarios

There are two scenarios for SE in water networks [10], [19]: (i) Sufficient scenario is described by having the same number of equations and unknowns. When measurements include the heads at tanks and reservoirs, and demand pseudo-measurements are available for state estimation, we consider it as a sufficient scenario. In fact, the DSE problem under sufficient scenario is similar to the water flow problem (WFP) [35] or reliability analysis [18], (ii) Over-determined scenario has more equations than unknowns. For example, additional sets of heads are measured at several key nodes besides the head at tanks and reservoirs. For more details of solving deterministic SE (DSE) under both scenarios, please refer to the examples in [10], [19]. For PSE, we note that as the number of extra
measurements, the uncertainty of system variables gradually disappears, and SE accuracy is enhanced.

VI. CASE STUDIES

We present several simulation examples (illustrative three-node network, 8-node network [36]. Anytown, BAK, PESCARA, OBCL, and D-Town [37]) to illustrate the applicability of our approach. The first three-node network is used to illustrate the details of proposed method. Then we test the 8-node network to illustrate that our approach can deal with the looped topology and various types of valves. The rest of testcases are used to test the scalability and the efficacy of the proposed approach for non-Gaussian uncertainty distributions. All test cases are simulated using MCS methods via EPANET Matlab Toolkit [37] on Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50 GHz, and results of MCS are used to verify the accuracy of proposed approach. All codes, parameters, tested networks, and results are available on Github [38].

In order to compare our solution to MCS (with 1000 randomization), we need to define the criteria at first. The absolute error between \( \sigma_{\text{MCS}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{PSE}} \) is defined as \( AE = |\sigma_{\text{MCS}} - \sigma_{\text{PSE}}| \), and the corresponding relative error is \( RE = \frac{AE}{\sigma_{\text{MCS}}} \times 100\% \), where the entries in \( \sigma \) are standard deviations.

Assumption 2 (only normality) are used in case studies, and there are three equivalent ways to express the uncertainty of a normally distributed random variable \( x \). First, the direct way is using distribution \( x \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_x, \sigma_x^2) \) which indicates the \( E(x) = \mu_x \) and \( \text{Var}(x) = \sigma_x^2 \). The second one is given by \( E(x) = \mu_x \) and the corresponding margin of error (ME) which is the percentage of relative changes deviating from the \( E(x) \) under a certain confidence interval. That is, the \( x \) notation defines that \( \Delta x \) falls into the range of \( \pm a\% \) around value \( E(x) \) under a certain confidence interval, and ME of \( x \) is calculated by \( a = \frac{2\times\text{quantile}_0.025}{\mu_x} \times 100\% \). For 95% confidence interval, \( a = 1.96\times\text{quantile}_0.025 \times 100\% \). Quantity \( x \) indicates that \( x \) is not a random variable.

Third, the uncertainty can also be described via a range given by \( E(x) \) and \( \Delta x \) under a certain confidence interval, that is \( x \in [E(x) - \Delta x, E(x) + \Delta x] \).

A. Three-node network

The three-node network includes 1 junction, 1 pipe, 1 pump, and 1 reservoir, and is shown in Fig. 6 (left). The corresponding pump curve is shown in Fig. 6 (right). Only Junction 2 consumes water, and we assume that estimated demand is \( \mu_{d_2} = 100 \text{ GPM} \), and the uncertainty sources and corresponding values are summarized in Tab. I under 99% confidence interval. For example, 99% of the estimated demand relative errors fall within the range of \( \pm 20\% \) around estimated value \( \mu_{d_2} = 100 \text{ GPM} \) (denoted as \( d_{2\%} \)). or \( d_2 \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_{d_2}, \sigma_{d_2}^2) \) and \( \sigma_{d_2} = \sqrt{\text{quantile}_0.025} \times 100\% \). Similarly, we assume the uncertainty of Hazen-Williams coefficient \( c \) for Pipe 23 and measurement noise \( v \) for Tank 3 are in \( c_{20\%} \) and \( v_{1\%} \) situation when measurements of head \( y_{h_3} = 908 \text{ ft} \) with \( \sigma_{h_3} = 0.0241 \). The head at Reservoir 1 equals to its elevation which is treated as a constant without any uncertainty, that is, a equality limit \( y_{h_1} = 700 \text{ ft} \) with \( \sigma_{h_1} = 0 \).

![Fig. 6: Three-node network (left) and its variable-speed pump curve (right). The \( \Phi(\cdot) \) function denotes nonlinear head loss or head gain.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. I: Setup of uncertainty (99% confidence interval).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand ( d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness ( c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise ( v )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned, state estimation contains two typical scenarios: sufficient and over-determined scenarios. The solution of DSE under sufficient (over-determined) scenario is served as operating point \( \mathbf{x}^0 \) for PSE under sufficient (over-determined) scenario. We note that the sufficient measurement scenario corresponds to the traditional water flow problem [35] which can be solved by the standard water system simulation software EPANET. That is, we can use EPANET to verify our solutions under the sufficient scenario even though EPANET cannot solve state estimation problems.

1) Sufficient measurements scenario: Assuming that we only know the measurements of head \( y_{h_1} \) and \( y_{h_3} \) for Reservoir 1 and Tank 3. The operating point \( \mathbf{x}^0 \) is obtained first using the authors’ approach in [10]. The approach is based on linear approximations of the nonlinear state estimation problem under no uncertainty. This linear approximation returns nearly identical solutions to EPANET.

Next, the corresponding PSE is solved to obtain the covariance matrix \( \mathbf{K}_{xx} \). The linear system of equations for three-node network when \( T = 1 \) based on (10) can be expressed as

\[
\begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 & -1 & -k_{23} & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & 0 & k_{12}^M & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} h_2 \\ h_1 \\ h_3 \\ q_{12} \\ q_{23} \\ q_{31} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} d_2 \\ b_{12} + k_{12}^P c_{23} \\ b_{12} \\ b_{12} - v_{h_3} \\ y_{h_1} - v_{h_1} \\ y_{h_2} - v_{h_2} \end{bmatrix}.
\]

(19)

Based on (13) and Tab. I, the uncertainty of demand, pipe roughness coefficient, and measurement noise is \( \mathbf{K}_{bb} = \text{diag}([0.55, 0.55, 0.55, 0.0241, 0]) \). Thus, we can solve the covariance matrix \( \mathbf{K}_{xx} \) by (15) of Theorem 1, and the solution under sufficient scenario is presented in Tab. II and compared with MCS. Notice that only the entries for \( q_{12}, q_{23} \) and \( h_3 \) in covariance matrix \( \mathbf{K}_{xx} \) are listed since \( h_1 \) and \( h_3 \) are measurements.

| \( q_{12}, q_{23}, \) and \( h_3 \) in covariance matrix \( \mathbf{K}_{xx} \) are listed since \( h_1 \) and \( h_3 \) are measurements. |

The variance of \( q_{12}, q_{23} \), and \( h_3 \) are 0.16, 55.44, and 0.6 from Tab. II. We note that (i) the uncertainty introduced from demand \( d_2 \), pipe roughness coefficient \( c_{12} \), and measurement

\*Measurement formulation under sufficient scenario is in blue; Formulation of extra measurement is in red, and over-determined scenario consider both blue and red formulation. The tank dynamic equations are not listed due to \( T = 1 \), hence \( A = A^* \) and \( b = b^* \) in this case.
noise \( v_h \) are mainly passed to \( q_{23} \). (ii) the solution from PSE are close to the one from MCS which confirms the effectiveness of proposed approach.

2) Over-determined measurements scenario: Under the over-determined scenario, an extra head measurement at Junction 2 (red in Fig. 6) is provided with \( y_{h_2} = 910 \) ft with \( \sigma^2_{h_2} = 0.0241 \). Its corresponding formulation is also marked as red in (19), and results found by (18) in Corollary 1. As we mentioned, a diagonal \( 6 \times 6 \) weight matrix \( W \) can be introduced to reflect the importance of each equation of (19). We note that the weight matrix \( W \) chosen has a significant impact on the state variances as we discussed after presenting Corollary 1.

Suppose that the weight of the equation \( q_{12} - q_{23} = d_2 \) is 10, and we decrease the weight due to lack of confidence in the prediction of demand, then the role it plays is less important while solving for \( K_{xx} \). Fig. 7 demonstrates the changes in \( \sigma^2_{q_{23}} = \sqrt{\text{Var}(q_{23})} \) as a function of decreasing weight of the continuity constraint at Junction 2. We note that \( \sigma_{q_{23}} \) changes from 7.7 to 3.39 (\( \text{Var}(q_{23}) = 11.50 \) in Tab. II, and \( \sqrt{\text{Var}(q_{23})} = 3.39 \)) when weight of \( q_{12} - q_{23} = d_2 \) decreases, and it means the uncertainty of \( q_{23} \) is reduced with extra measurement at Junction 2, and it relatively becomes more deterministic. This result is reasonable because uncertainty from demand is less valued. The covariance matrix under over-determined scenario with weighted equation is presented as the last three columns in Tab. II. Note that the result is not compared with MCS since MCS cannot be applied to over-determined scenario. From the result, we can see that uncertainty is reduced not only on the measured head \( h_2 \) but also on the other variables compared with the sufficient scenario.

B. Eight-node network

The 8-node network, adapted from EPANET [36], is a looped network shown in Fig. 8. The measurement noise, demand, and pipe coefficients are assumed to be in the range of \( \pm 20\% \) around the average values with 99\% confidence level, similar to the setup in previous three-node network.

For this case study, we only show the results under sufficient scenario. That is, the head at reservoir \( y_{h_1} = 700 \) ft and tank \( y_{h_4} = 834 \) ft are known. We have 17 variables in \( x(k) \) with 17 equations since we are considering the sufficient measurement scenario and \( T \) is set as 1. The final solution and comparison with MCS are presented in Tab. III, and the accuracy of proposed method is guaranteed by the small relative error \( \text{RE} \).

1) Extended period simulation: We present the results of an extended period simulation (EPS) for \( T = 24 \) hours after applying Algorithm 1. We select three nodes (Junctions 3 and 5, Tank 8) and fours links (Pipes 23, 37, and 78 and Pump 12) (see Fig. 8), and show the 80\% and 95\% confidence intervals after solving the PSE for 24 hours. The confidence intervals for the estimated heads and flows for the selected nodes and links are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

The green lines in Figs. 9 and 10 represent the operating point or expectation, and the red interval is in 80\% confidence level, while the blue one is in 95\% confidence level. Both intervals are calculated according to the standard deviation (square root of variance) obtained by PSE in Theorem 1. In Fig. 9, the expectation of flow in Pipe 37 \( \mu_{q_{37}} \) is relatively small, while the corresponding variance \( \sigma_{q_{37}} \) is larger than the other three links. This is because the flow direction in Pipe 37 changes frequently along with water consumption at junctions. Compared with Fig. 10, the flow fluctuates more than the head. The head intervals of 80\% and 95\% confidence level at Tank 8 are small and almost overlapping with each other due to sensors accuracy and the small variance of measurement noise. The head at Junctions 3 and 7 are mainly decided by the overall network modeling; they tend to fluctuate more compared to Tank 8, hence reflecting the uncertainty in
Fig. 9: Confidence intervals for flow (GPM) of Pipes 23, 37, and 78 and Pump 12.

Fig. 10: Confidence intervals for head (ft) of Junctions 3 and 5 and Tank 8 under sufficient scenario.

demand and pipe coefficients as well.

The pumped water is either consumed by junctions or injected into tanks. In particular, the water pumped by Pump 12 is the sum of user demand and water injected into Tank 8, that is $q_{12} = \sum d_i + q_{78}$. While it might be intuitive to consider that $\sigma_{q_{12}}$ should be large because all uncertainty of $\sigma_{d_i}$ are accumulated in $q_{12}$, this case study shows that $\sigma_{q_{12}}$ is much smaller than we expected (see flow through Pump 12 in Fig. 9). This is because Tank 8 acts as a buffer for the network, thereby providing sufficient pressure and flow if demand in network is huge. Otherwise, Tank 8 performs as a junction to consume water when demand—and its corresponding uncertainty—is small. The uncertainty from demand is actually handled by the buffer mechanism from tanks which leads to small flow fluctuation in pumps.

2) Effects of different uncertainty sources: We test the individual effects of the uncertainty sources on the standard deviation of $x$ (head and flow) when head at Reservoir 1 $h_1$, Tank 8 $h_8$ are measured and demands at junctions are available. Fig. 11 shows the standard deviations when the margin of errors of uncertainty sources changes. Note that the measurement noise uncertainty $v$ is the smallest among all three uncertainty source because the modern sensors are accurate. Most sensors are in $v_{2\%}$, and we assume the worst case is $v_{5\%}$. The pipe roughness coefficient uncertainty $c$ is the largest among all sources since it is difficult to estimate accurately nowadays, but $c$ has a certain range in practice (see Section V-A) which can be fully covered by $c_{30\%}$ under 99% confidence interval, and the worst case for demand are assumed as $d_{30\%}$.

The first three bar graphs (marked with different shades of blue) show the impact of measurement noise uncertainty $v$ (for $h_1$ and $h_8$) on the standard deviation $\sigma$ of each component with fixed $d_{15\%}$ and $c_{15\%}$. As the margin of error of $v$ increases from $0\%$, $2.5\%$, to $5\%$, the standard deviation $\sigma$ of some components ($P34$, $P46$, $P76$, and $P78$) has relatively larger changes compared with other components, but the overall changes for all components are not significant. This indicates that the impact of noise uncertainty is relatively small (see Remark 2).

The second group of three bar graphs present the impact of demand uncertainty under fixed $c_{15\%}$ and $v_{1\%}$. Only the standard deviation of pipes ($P23$–$P78$) changes obviously as the margin of error of demand $d$ goes from $0\%$, $15\%$, up to $30\%$. However, the head at each node still remains relatively unchanged, and this result reflects the demand uncertainty has direct impact on flows instead of heads shown in Fig. 4.

The third group three bar graphs show the impact of pipe roughness uncertainty under fixed $d_{15\%}$ and $v_{2.5\%}$. Note that all standard deviations $\sigma$ of all components change significantly as range of the roughness parameter $c$ goes from $0\%$, $15\%$, to $30\%$. We also test other networks, including the BAK and PESCARA, and the results are similar which verifies the Remark 2.

The result also indicates the main impact of uncertainty is from pipe roughness coefficients and demand. This guides the network operator in selecting a larger weight $W$ in the modeling of PSE and improve the accuracy of state estimation. Specifically, the weight on measurements should be relatively large as the measurements are reliable, while the weight on

---

†$v_{a\%}$ defined in Section VI-A means the 99% of estimated error fall into the range of $\pm a\%$ around estimated value. Particularly, $v_{0\%}$ indicates an ideal situation, that is, there is no measurement uncertainty.
mass balance equation where demands are encoded should be relatively small. The uncertainty from pipe roughness coefficients have the greatest impact on state estimation in WDN. An ideal way to improve the performance of state estimation is to curb the pipe roughness coefficients uncertainty propagation through adding more sensors.

Based on the results of the three- and eight-node networks, the Theorem 2 has been verified using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [39], and the plots comparing the CDF based on the results with the standard CDF of normal distribution are omitted due to space limitation.

C. Extended Eight-node network with valves

In order to validate our method with water networks with valves, a flow control valve (FCV) and a pressure reducing valve (PRV) are modeled in extended eight-node network shown in Fig. 12. We assume that the FCV is installed between J3 and J4 to limit the flow through the link, and the PRV is installed to maintain the pressure at J9, J10, and J11. For the FCV, no head loss exists in OPEN status and its flow is set to \( q_{\text{FCV}} \) in ACTIVE status according to (27). In particular, the \( q_{\text{FCV}} = 500 \text{ GPM} \) for this test case. The extended period simulation (EPS) results for the FCV are presented in Fig. 13. The variables instead of component ID are used as Y labels for convenience in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. We can see that the valve is in OPEN status during time period 1 – 6, 11 – 12, and 15 – 17, the expectation and variance of \( h_3 \) and \( h_4 \) are exactly the same, and the flow through it \( q_{\text{FCV}} \) is not controlled by FCV. For the rest of time period in 24 hours, it is in ACTIVE status, and the expectation of \( q_{\text{FCV}} \) is under \( q_{\text{FCV}} \), and the variance of \( q_{\text{FCV}} \) is zero.

For the PRV, its head \( h_9 \) is set to \( h_{\text{PRV}} = 815 \text{ ft} \) in ACTIVE status according to (28), and corresponding EPS results for the PRV are presented in Fig. 14. We can see that it is in OPEN status during time period 10, 13 – 14, and 24, the expectation and variance of \( h_9 \) varies since it is not under control. For the rest of time period in 24 hours, it is in ACTIVE status, and the expectation of \( h_9 \) is equal to \( h_{\text{PRV}} \) with zero variance. Note that once \( h_9 \) is under control and equal to less than the settings \( h_{\text{PRV}} \), the pressures at J10 and J11 are also less than settings. We note that the upper limit of confidence interval may be incorrect when the FCV or PRV are in OPEN status. The reason is that a valve is considered as a pipe with zero head loss, and the result is not limited by the setting value.

D. Testing scalability and various uncertainty distributions

In order to verify the scalability of our proposed PSE approach, we test different networks with varying size and complexity including Anytown, BAK, PESCARA, OBCL, and D-Town networks [28]. The details of each network (number of components), problem size, average relative error of all random variables, and computational time of each method and network are all summarized in Tab. IV. For example, the Anytown network has 19 junctions, 3 reservoirs, 40 pipes, and one pump. The total number of components is 63. The results showcase that the PSE formulation is indeed scalable for networks with hundreds of components due to the highly sparse system matrix \( A[k] \). We have also verified that \( A[k] \) for each network is full column rank using sprank command from Matlab—thereby ensuring the existence of solution.

Besides that, to verify the generality of our method (uncertainty sources can follow different types of distributions, or even do not have to follow specific distributions as long as their expectation and covariance exist), we use normal distributions for pipe roughness and measurement uncertainty, while the demand uncertainty varies from the normal distribution, uniform distribution, to Laplace distribution. The small average relative error of all states is presented as the fourth row in Tab. IV. The results indicates that our method still maintains good performance even with different uncertainty distributions.

The last row list the average computational time for MCS and PSE (16) when all uncertainty sources follow the normal
distribution. The results of computational time for the mixture of distributions are similar and thus omitted but can be recovered via running the provided codes on Github.

VII. PAPER SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The paper’s objective is to develop probabilistic modeling for water network state estimation through scalable computational algorithms considering various sources of uncertainty. To this end, a probabilistic state estimation algorithm is proposed. We analytically show that the covariance matrix of unknown system states can be linearly expressed by the covariance matrix of uncertainty from measurement noise, network parameters, and demand at arbitrary operating points. Case studies demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method in bounding unmeasured WDN states. Future work will focus on following relevant problems that are not addressed in this work: (i) probabilistic modeling and estimation of network parameters such as demands and pipe roughness coefficients; (ii) designing sensor placement methods to maximize the observability of the nonlinear WDN model.
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no connection, and positive connection. Besides, $E_G$ has row partitioned form $[E_h^p, E_h^m, E_h^L]$ and column partitioned form $[E_q^p; E_q^M, E_q^T]$ from different perspectives.

According to the principles of conservation of mass and energy, we present the corresponding modeling of each component of a WDN. Models of network nodes and links are given below.

1) Conservation of mass at junctions, tanks, and reservoirs: Junctions are the points where water flow merges or splits. The expression of mass conservation of the $i$th junction at time $k$ can be written as

$$\sum_{j \in N_i^{\text{in}}} q_{ji}(k) - \sum_{j \in N_i^{\text{out}}} q_{ij}(k) = d_i(k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)$$

where $q_{ji}(k), j \in N_i^{\text{in}}$ is the inflow from the $j$th neighbor, $q_{ij}(k), j \in N_i^{\text{out}}$ is the outflow to the $j$th neighbor, and $d_i(k)$ is the demand extracted from node $i$. Here, we assume there are either no leaks or that leaks uncertainty is encoded in the $d(k)$ demand uncertainty in (21).

The water hydraulic dynamics in the $i$th tank can be expressed by a discrete-time difference equation

$$h_i^{TK}(k+1) = h_i^{TK}(k) + \Delta t \left( \sum_{j \in N_i^{\text{in}}} q_{ji}(k) - \sum_{j \in N_i^{\text{out}}} q_{ij}(k) \right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (22)$$

where $h_i^{TK}, A_i^{TK}$ respectively stand for the head, cross-sectional area of the $i$th tank, and $\Delta t$ is the discretization time. We also assume that reservoirs have infinite water supply and the head of the $i$th reservoir is fixed [36, Chapter 3.1].

2) Conservation of energy at pipes, pumps, and valves: The major head loss of a pipe is determined by Hazen-Williams, and can be expressed as (23) in Tab. $V$, where resistance coefficient $R_{ij} = 4.727L^P(C_{\text{HW}})^{-1.852}(D^P)^{-4.871}$ is a function of the corresponding roughness coefficient $C_{\text{HW}}$, pipe diameter $D^P$, and pipe length $L^P$. The minor head loss of a pipe is not considered.

The head gain generated by a pump from suction node $i$ to delivery node $j$ is determined by the pump curve and can be expressed as (24) in Tab. $V$, where $q_{ij}$ and $s_{ij}$ are the flow and speed of a pump; quantities $h_o, r$ and $\beta$ are the pump curve coefficients.

Flow control valve (FCV) and pressure reducing valve (PRV) are commonly used valves to regulate flow or pressures, respectively, and are controlled through valve openness or set points. The valve models used in our paper is based on [36]. FCV limits the flow to a specified setting $q_{i}^{\text{out}}$, when the head $h_i$ at upstream node $i$ is greater than the head $h_j$ at

APPENDIX A

EQUIVALENT COVARIANCE OPERATION

For random vectors $a$ and $b$, let $a = Aa$, and assume that $a = b$. We show that  

$$\text{Cov}((a - b), (a - b)) = 0 \iff \text{Cov}(a, a) = \text{Cov}(b, b).$$

According to the property of covariance of linear combinations,  

$$\text{Cov}((a - b), (a - b)) = \text{Cov}(a, a) - 2\text{Cov}(a, b) + \text{Cov}(b, b)$$

$$= \text{Cov}(a, a) - 2\text{Cov}(b, b) + \text{Cov}(b, b)$$

$$= \text{Cov}(a, a) - \text{Cov}(b, b).$$

Note that the fact $a = b$ is used from the first equality to the second one in above proof. Thus,  

$$\text{Cov}((a - b), (a - b)) = 0 \iff \text{Cov}(a, a) = \text{Cov}(b, b).$$

APPENDIX B

MODELING WDN & BACKGROUND

We model the WDN by a directed graph $G = (V, E)$. Set $V$ defines the nodes and is partitioned as $V = J \cup T \cup R$ where $J, T,$ and $R$ stand for the collection of junctions, tanks, and reservoirs, respectively. Let $E \subseteq V \times V$ be the set of links, and define the partition $E = P \cup M \cup L$, where $P, M,$ and $L$ stand for the collection of pipes, pumps, and valves, respectively. The directed graph $G$ can be expressed by its incidence matrix $E_G$ (20) which stands for the connection relationship between vertices and edges. For the $i$th node, set $N_i$ collects its neighboring nodes and is partitioned as $N_i = N_i^{\text{in}} \cup N_i^{\text{out}}$, where $N_i^{\text{in}}$ and $N_i^{\text{out}}$ are the sets of inflow and outflow neighbors of the $i$th node. Notice that the assignment of direction to each link (and the resulting inflow/outflow node classification) is arbitrary. Thus, $E_G$ is comprised of $-1, 0,$ and $1$ representing negative connection,
Tab. V: Hydraulic modeling of pipes and pumps (time index $k$ is ignored for each variable for simplicity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Hydraulic Model</th>
<th>Pumps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta h^P_{ij} = h_i - h_j = R_{ij}q_j</td>
<td>q_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta h^P_{ij} = h_i - h_j = k_{q_j} q_j + k_{c_i} c_i + b^P_{ij}$ (25)</td>
<td>$\Delta h^M_{ij} = h_i - h_j = -k^P_{ij} q_j + b^M_{ij}$ (26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

downstream node $j$; otherwise, FCV is treated as an open pipe with minor head loss. In short, FCV can be modeled as

$$\begin{cases} h^L_{ij} = h_i - h_j = l_{ij} q_i | q_i | = 0, \text{OPEN} \\ h^L_{ij} = h^L_{iout}, \text{ACTIVE} \end{cases} \quad (27)$$

where $l_{ij}$ is the minor head loss coefficient, $A_{ij}$ is the corresponding cross-sectional area of the FCV, $g$ is the acceleration of gravity, and all three parameters are constant which make $l_{ij}$ also as a constant. $q^L_{iout}$ is the setting value.

PRV limits the pressure at a specific location (reverse flow is not allowed) and set the pressure to $P_{set}$ [36, Chapter 3.1]. Given the status of a PRV, it can be modeled as

$$\begin{cases} h^L_{ij} = h_i - h_j = l_{ij} q_i | q_i | = 0, \text{OPEN} \\ h^L_{ij} = h^L_{iout}, \text{ACTIVE} \end{cases} \quad (28)$$

where $l_{ij}$ is the same constant as the one of PRV; $h^L_{iout}$ is a constant head converted from the constant pressure setting $P_{set}$. The fact that reverse flow is not allowed in PRVs can be expressed as a limit $q_{ij} \geq 0$ and included in (3b).

Besides that, minor head losses in PRVs and FCVs are not considered in this paper, and that $l_{ij}$ is set as 0 results in the linear model for PRVs and FCVs.

APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED DAE

The linearized pipe and pump modeling (7) is included in Table V and can be rewritten as (time index $k$ is ignored during the following derivation)

$$\Delta h^P = \begin{bmatrix} K^P_{ij} \\ -K^M_{ij} \end{bmatrix} q^P + \begin{bmatrix} K^P_c \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} [c] + \begin{bmatrix} b^P \end{bmatrix}. \quad (29)$$

Head difference $\Delta h^P$ and $\Delta h^M$ across any pipe or pump can also be represented as $h^P - h^M$, and $h^P$ or $h^M$ must be in set $h^L$, $h^R$, and $h^{TK}$. Hence, we have

$$\begin{bmatrix} \Delta h^P \\ \Delta h^M \end{bmatrix} = E_{h'} \begin{bmatrix} h^L \\ h^R \\ h^{TK} \end{bmatrix} = E_{h'} h,$$

where $E_{h'}$ is a submatrix of $E_{h}$ (20) defined as $E_{h'} = [E^P_{h'} E^M_{h'}]^T$. Substituting it to (29), the linearized hydraulic equations are obtained as

$$E_{h'} h = E_{k} \begin{bmatrix} q^P \\ q^M \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} K^P_c \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} [c] + \begin{bmatrix} b^P \\ b^M \end{bmatrix}, \quad (30)$$

where $E_{k} = \text{diag}\{K^P_q, -K^M_q\}$. We can reorganize (30) into the following form

$$\begin{bmatrix} E_{h'} - E_{k} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} h^P \\ q^P \\ q^M \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} K^P_c \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} [c] + \begin{bmatrix} b^P \\ b^M \end{bmatrix}. \quad (31)$$

Recall that both FCV (27) and PRV (28) have two different statuses, and the total number of combinations is four. However, regardless of whether valves are open or active, it is linear. Hence, we can model them as

$$\begin{bmatrix} E_{l} \mid 0_{(n_p + n_m) \times n_q} \mid E_{l'} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ l \end{bmatrix}. \quad (32)$$

where matrix $E_{l}$ includes rows of matrix $E^L_{h}$ in $E_{G}$ [see (20)] for FCVs and PRVs in open status; or selects the appropriate entry of $h$ for a PRV in active status; matrix $E_{l'}$ is comprised of 0 or 1 corresponding to the active status in (27); $l$ is a $n_t \times 1$ vector consisting of the combination of either 0 or 1 setting of FCV or PRV. With the compact form of conversion of mass (2b), linearized form of conservation of energy (31), and linear valve modeling (32), the overall linearized Hydraulic Modeling can be rewritten as

$$E(k) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ E_{h} - E_{k} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} h^P \\ q^P \\ q^M \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ K^P_c [c] + b^P \\ b^M \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} d \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} l.$$

Here we redefine the matrices in the left and right hand as $E(k)$ and $z$ for simplicity, the corresponding dimension are $(n_t + n_q) \times n_x$ and $(n_t + n_q) \times 1$, and the final linearized DAE can be rewritten as

$$\text{DAE}_{linear}: h^{TK}(k + 1) = A_h h^{TK}(k) + B_q q(k)$$

$$0 = E x(k) - z(k).$$

This shows the compact, linearized DAE model.

APPENDIX D

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 1

Proof. (of Theorem 1) The proof consists of two parts. The first part shows that $A[k]$ is indeed full rank. Actually if the
submatrix $A^k$ is full rank, then $A[k]$ is full rank. This is because $A[k]$ has more rows than columns, and it is clear that each row in $A^{TK}[k]$ is linearly independent from the rows in $A^k$. Next we show the $A^k$ is full rank and it is given by

$$A^k = \text{rank}\{A^k, \ldots, A^k(k + T)\}. $$

where $A^k$ is given in (10). After substituting $E(k)$ (33) into $A^k$, the rank($A^k$) can be expressed as the left hand side in (35). Matrix row operations do not impact the matrix rank, thus, rank($A^k$) = rank($A^s$) where $A^s$ is the new matrix after applying row operations on $A^k$.

$$\text{rank} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & E^q(k) \\ E_i(k) & 0 \\ C & 0 \\ E_{tr}(k) \end{bmatrix} = \text{rank} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & E^q(k) \\ E_i(k) & 0 \\ C & 0 \\ E_{tr}(k) \end{bmatrix}. $$

We consider the simple case (sufficient scenario) and show $A^s$ is full column rank first, that is, $C$ only selects heads at tanks and reservoirs. Because the linear models of PRVs and FCVs are used, and after expanding $E^q_i$, $E^h_i$, $E_k$, $E_l$ and $E_{tr}$ which are defined in Appendix C, the $A^s$ can be expressed as

$$\begin{bmatrix} I_{n_i \times n_i} & I_{n_i \times n_i} \\ E^P_i & E^M_i & E^J_i \\ E^P_j & E^M_j & -K_q^P \\ E^M_j & E^M_j & K_q^M \\ E^M_j & E^M_j & 0_{n_i \times n_i} \end{bmatrix} \text{ is full column rank, }$$

Note that (i) $A^s$ is a square matrix with size of $n_i \times n_i$; (ii) $A^s$ is split into six block-columns as shown in (36), that is $A^s = [A^t_1 A^t_2 A^t_3 A^t_4 A^t_5 A^t_6]$; (iii) $K_q^P$ and $K_q^M$ are diagonal matrices; (iv) $E^J_i = [E^P_i E^M_i E^J_i] = [E^P_i E^M_i E^J_i]$ and $E^J_2 = [E^P_i E^M_i E^J_i]$, and $E^J_3 = [E^P_i E^M_i E^J_i]$. Hence, $A^s$ is full column rank. In fact, matrix $A^s$ is full row rank since we have shown $E^q_i$ and $E^q_j$ are full row rank, and the row blocks are linearly independent of each other after splitting $A^s$ into six row-blocks. Thus, the original matrix $A^s$ is full rank which results in a full rank $A[k] = [A^k[k]; A^{TK}[k]]$.

Then, we consider $C$ under over-determined scenario, that is, $C$ selects extra measurements besides heads at tanks or reservoirs. In this case, the indices new added of measurements can be reformed in diagonal matrix, which cannot be eliminated with any other columns. Matrix $A^s$ remains full rank under over-determined scenario. Hence, $A$ is full rank.

The second part of the proof derives (15) from (14). After multiplying $A^\top$ and $A$ on the left and right side of (14), we have $(A^\top A)K_{xx}(A^\top A) = A^\top K_{hh} A$ (index $k$ is removed to make the equation clear), and the solution $K_{xx}$ can be obtained by inverting the full rank matrix $A^\top A$.

**Proof.** (of Corollary 1) The proof of Corollary 1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and hence omitted for brevity.

**APPENDIX E**

**PROOF OF LEMMA 1 AND THEOREM 2**

Before presenting the following proofs, we note that (i) the results are applicable when the distribution is uniform. As a result, we stick to normally distributed uncertainty. (ii) In the proof of Lemma 1 or Theorem 2, we consider the tree network at first, then consider the looped/grid network. The valve models are linear in this paper, hence, are not considered in this proof.

**Proof.** (of Lemma 1 for networks with nonlinear hydraulic models)

**Tree network:** According to Definition 2.2.2 in [41], a tree $T$ is a graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one path, or equivalently a connected acyclic undirected graph. Mathematical induction is used to prove that the flows follow the normal distribution in a tree network for normally distributed demand.

**Base case:** We show that the statement holds for a tree $T_{ij}$ with only two nodes with demand $d_i$ and $d_j$ and one link with flow $q_{ij}$. We assume that flow direction is from $i$ to $j$ which means $q_{ij} = d_j$. When demand $d_i \sim N(\mu_{d_i}, \sigma^2_{d_i})$, flow $q_{ij} \sim N(\mu_d, \sigma^2_d)$ based on Assumption 2. This base case can be viewed as a subtree of another high level tree.

**Inductive step:** We show that if base case (subtree) holds, then a tree $T$ consisting of two base cases (subtrees) also holds; see Fig. 1 (left) for the notation. Note that two subtrees $T_{jm}, T_{jn}$ intersect at node $j$ connecting another node $i$. According to the
conservation of mass, $q_{ij}$ is also normally distributed since $q_{jm}$, $q_{jn}$ and $d_j$ follow a normal distribution:

$$q_{ij} - q_{jm} - q_{jn} = d_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (37a)
$$q_{jm} = d_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (37b)
$$q_{jn} = d_n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (37c)

Since both the base and inductive step have been performed, by mathematical induction the statement for flows holds for $\forall T$ in WDN.

Second, we prove the statement for heads in a tree network with nonlinear modeling of hydraulics. The nonlinearities from a pump and a pipe are different, and we consider the pump first. **Case 1:** Link $ij$ is installed with a pump and the corresponding PDF can be noted as $f_{Q_{ij}}(q_{ij})$. We derive the PDF for nonlinear head increase of a pump $\Delta h_{ij}^M$ next. We need to rewrite the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of $\Delta h_{ij}^M$ in terms of the CDF of $q_{ij}$.

$$F_{\Delta h_{ij}^M}(\Delta h_{ij}^M) = \mathbb{P}(\Delta h_{ij}^M < \Delta h_{ij}^M) = \mathbb{P}(-(h_0 - r d_{ij}^\beta) < \Delta h_{ij}^M)$$

$$= \mathbb{P}\left(q_{ij} < \left(\frac{h_0 + \Delta h_{ij}^M}{r}\right)^\frac{1}{\beta}\right) = F_{Q_{ij}}\left(\left(\frac{h_0 + \Delta h_{ij}^M}{r}\right)^\frac{1}{\beta}\right).$$

The PDF equals to the derivative of CDF, hence, we obtain

$$f_{\Delta h_{ij}^M}(\Delta h_{ij}^M) = F'_{\Delta h_{ij}^M}(\Delta h_{ij}^M) = \frac{1}{r^\beta} \left(\left(\frac{h_0 + \Delta h_{ij}^M}{r}\right)^\frac{1}{\beta} - 1\right) f_{Q_{ij}}\left(\left(\frac{h_0 + \Delta h_{ij}^M}{r}\right)^\frac{1}{\beta}\right).$$

Usually, the suction side of a pump is connected with another node which is either a reservoir or a junction, see Fig. 1 (left). If it is a reservoir, then the head is fixed as the elevation which a constant. If it is a junction, the head is fixed as another node which is either a reservoir or a junction, see Fig. 1 (right). If we list all conservation of mass and energy for this looped network, we can obtain (40) and (41). Compared with (37), the flow $q_{jm}$ and $q_{jn}$ are related now, and cannot be only presented by demands in (40). Besides that, we have one more head loss equation in (41) due to the newly-added pipe.

$$\begin{align*}
q_{ij} - q_{jm} - q_{jn} &= d_j \quad (40a) \\
h_j - h_m &= \Delta h_{ij}^M \quad (41a) \\
jm = q_{mn} &= d_n \quad (40b) \\
h_j - h_n &= \Delta h_{jn}^M \quad (41b) \\
jn + q_{mn} &= d_n \quad (40c) \\
h_m - h_n &= \Delta h_{mn}^M \quad (41c)
\end{align*}$$

From mentioned tree network case, we know that the PDFs for pump curve $\Delta h_{ij}^M$ and head loss function $\Delta h_{ij}^P$ are not normally distributed. After solving (40) and (41) together, it is impossible that heads and flows follow the normal distribution.

**Proof.** (of Theorem 2 for networks with linearized hydraulic models)

Note that the proof of Theorem 2 is based on the proof of Lemma 1, please refer to it before reading this proof.

**Tree network:** Considering the same tree $T_{ij}$ with two nodes with demand $d_i$ and $d_j$ and one link with flow $q_{ij}$. The flow $q_{ij} \sim N(\mu_{q_{ij}}, \sigma_{q_{ij}}^2)$ based on Lemma 1. Thus, only the heads need to be discussed for linearized tree network.

Similarly, we still need to discuss the pump case and pipe case, but the derivation of PDF of linearized pump and pipe modeling are omitted, since the linear transformation of normal distribution would remain as normal distribution. The pump is considered next.

**Case 1:** Link $ij$ is a pump and the corresponding linearized modeling is (26). According to the rule of expectation and variance of linear combination for random variables, $\Delta h_{ij}^M \sim N(\mu_{ij}^M, \sigma_{ij}^M)$. Similarly, $h_j = h_i + \Delta h_{ij}^M$. Hence, we have $h_j \sim N(k_{ij}^M \mu_{q_{ij}} + b_{ij}^M + h_i, (k_{ij}^M \sigma_{q_{ij}})^2)$. For the pipe case, we have

**Case 2:** Link $ij$ is a pipe and the corresponding linearized modeling is (25), $\Delta h_{ij}^P \sim N(k_{ij}^P \mu_{q_{ij}} + k_{ij}^P \mu_{c_{ij}} + k_{ij}^P \mu_{e_{ij}}, (k_{ij}^P \sigma_{q_{ij}})^2 + (k_{ij}^P \sigma_{c_{ij}})^2 + (k_{ij}^P \sigma_{e_{ij}})^2)$. According to, $h_j = h_i + \Delta h_{ij}^P$, we have $h_j \sim N(k_{ij}^P \mu_{q_{ij}} + k_{ij}^P \mu_{c_{ij}} + b_{ij}^P + h_i, (k_{ij}^P \sigma_{q_{ij}})^2 + (k_{ij}^P \sigma_{c_{ij}})^2)$, because we know $h_i$ is normally distributed based on the discussion of nonlinear case, so $h_j$ also follows the normal distribution.
**Looped/grid network:** In WDN, after linearization for (41) around operating points, we obtain the first order Taylor series model (42).

\[ h_i - h_j + k^M_{ij} q_{ij} = b^M_{ij} \]  \hspace{1cm} (42a)

\[ h_j - h_m - k^P_{jm} q_{jm} = b^P_{jm} + k^C_{jm} c_{jm} \] \hspace{1cm} (42b)

\[ h_j - h_n - k^P_{jn} q_{jn} = b^P_{jn} + k^C_{jn} c_{jn} \] \hspace{1cm} (42c)

\[ h_m - h_n - k^P_{mn} q_{mn} = b^P_{mn} + k^C_{mn} c_{mn} \] \hspace{1cm} (42d)

From (40) and (42), we can see that (i) flow \( q \) is related with \( d \), and the head \( h \) is determined by linearized model with \( q \) and \( c \). Hence, head \( h \) is also related with \( d \). (ii) Each random variable in \( d \) are assumed to be independent of each other, but we note that they are correlated with flow \( q \) and head \( h \). (iii) in order to find each head and flow, we need to solve the linear equations consisting of (40) and (42), and this is the different part comparing with a tree network where the expectation and variance of heads and flows can be solved directly. Now we can summarize the PSE for any type of networks in WDN. Next, we show the proof of Theorem 2 for general looped network.

For a general looped network, we need to solve the linear equation (10), and if we consider it in sufficient scenario, then \( x = A^{-1} b \). The proof on invertibility of \( A \) is in Appendix D. According to the rule of variance of linear combination, the head is also distributed normally when \( b \) follow a normal distribution. The above process can be repeated using (16) under over-determined scenario. Thus, the statement holds true for any scenario in WDN.

Based on the above two cases, the statement holds true for any network. \( \square \)